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Scheduling of electric vehicle charging operations

Damir Bucar, · Sandford Bessler, · Nysret

Musliu, · Jesper Groenbaek

Abstract In this work we address the optimization problem related to the recharge

of electric vehicles, in which parking place availability, parking duration and available

power constraints have to be satisfied. We formulate this problem as a resource allo-

cation problem (with time windows) and solve it with exact and heuristic methods.

The results obtained with a min-conflicts heuristic are promising. Further, we apply

the static problem to an online, real world environment, and shortly discuss additional

challenges and the performance of the overall system.

1 Introduction

The electric vehicle (EV) charging is a topic that draws the attention of many scientific

communities: their members are power and smart grid experts, signal processing and

telecommunications scientists, mobility as well as traffic engineers, or computer scien-

tists specialized in algorithms. Electromobility is indeed at the crossroads of several

disciplines and innovation is still possible, as a single standardized solution is not yet

deployed or even agreed upon.

As the recharging power doubles the consumption of households, a massive de-

ployment of charging operations will affect in particular the low voltage grids. With

today’s battery technology, EV charging durations spans still several hours. One way

to improve the planning and customer satisfaction at public charging stations is to
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allow reservation during or before the trip. In this way, both a parking place (including

a charging point) and the estimated energy required for charging can be planned well

before the arrival of the car. Smart resource allocation algorithms are required in par-

ticular at public charging stations, because of the stochastic character of car arrivals

and because of possible limitations in power and energy supply.

In the application domain, the problem is easily described: the EV parking lot

owner (and charging service provider) has a list of vehicles, (some already arrived, the

others on the way) with their planned parking duration and their required amount of

energy. In addition, he knows how much power will be available for all the cars, in each

time period, in the near future. The question is, when to switch on and off the charging

power for every car, so that he can maximize a profit function?

A number of works have already shown that, optimized, grid-aware charging strate-

gies reduce grid congestion and allow a higher penetration of EVs without additional

investment in the grid infrastructure ([1], [3],[2], [4]). Most of the works exploit the so

called ”valleys” in the load curve of the local grid and shift the charging tasks into

these periods. For charging at public stations, the model has however to include the

estimated arrival at the charging station and the estimated parking time. A first con-

tribution of this work is therefore to identify and formulate the EV charging problem

as a resource allocation problem (RAP) with time intervals [10], [5], which is closely

related to the bandwidth allocation problem (BAP) [13], and the resource constrained

scheduling problem [12]. RAP is NP-hard, since it contains as special case the classi-

cal 0 − 1 knapsack problem, where all time intervals are identical, and which is itself

NP-hard.

Therefore, by using a mixed integer program and the CPLEX solver, we can solve

problem instances smaller than 100 cars in reasonable time. For larger instances we

investigated first greedy heuristics available in the literature, but with poor results.

A more sophisticated heuristic, the local ratio, is investigated and is compared with

a min-conflicts based heuristic, which performs best of all. We discuss the solution

quality comparing it with the solution of the mixed integer program.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we formulate the EV

charging problem as an integr program, in Section 3 we describe a number of heuristic

solution approaches, in Section 4 we present computational results. In Section 5 we

report on the extensions required for the online, real world scheduling version of the

EV charging, and present first results. Finally in Section 6 we draw concluding remarks.

2 The EV charging problem

The EV charging problem which has been studied before [1], [2],[3], [4] is formulated in

this work (for the first time, to our knowledge) as a machine scheduling problem with

time windows. The machines are the charging points that charge the connected EVs

with one of a few predefined charging speeds, and without preemption of the operation.

Although preemption would add flexibility in scheduling, it would also add complexity

in the handling of charging states and in the payment transactions. The time horizon is

discretized in T discrete intervals (for instance 15 minutes each). Using the notation in

[5], each EV is associated with an activity a ∈ A that includes parking and charging at a

charging point m ∈M (m includes the parking place). The actual charging has to occur

within the given time window. The aim is to determine for each activity the charging

start time, charging duration and speed, the allocation of activities to charging points,



Notation Description
T planning horizon with time slots of t = 1..T
A Set of charging activities
M set of charging points
S set of charging speeds
I instances generated from activities A

ej , lj time window (earliest, latest) j ∈ A
si, fi start and finish time of charging , i ∈ I
dminj minimum energy demand of activity j
dmaxj maximum energy demand of activity j
ai activity that generates instance i
wi charging speed of instance i
pi calculated profit for instance i
P t total available power during t ∈ T
vti timeslots in which parking=true for instance i
xi variable: xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ I.
k[wi] cost for charging at speed wi

Table 1 Notation summary

such that the total power consumed in any time period does not exceed a given value,

and such that a certain profit objective function to be explained below is maximized.

Note that we have to deal with two types of resources: parking place during the

whole time window, and power limitation during the charging period. If we make the

assumption that the charging points are identical (machines), we can split the problem

into two sub-problems:

– since the machines are identical, we allocate first the activity time windows to

the charging points. This problem is similar to scheduling classes to classrooms,

and can be solved optimally by a greedy heuristic (increasing starting time rule).

The intervals are the activity time windows and cannot be shifted. The resulted

allocation of activity to charging point allows us to address the second subproblem

as a one machine problem.

– this is a bandwidth or resource allocation problem over time intervals, or RAP

which is a NP-hard problem, since it can be reduced to a knapsack problem if the

time windows are set to the interval [0,1]. The specific problem which we denote

EVRSTW (electric vehicle recharge scheduling with time windows) requires that

the charging takes place within the time window of the activity and is limited by

total power available in each of the T periods.

In case the machines are not identical, i.e. are divided in two groups: slow and fast

charging, the machine allocation can be still made under the following assumption:

a fast charging point is an expensive resource, therefore is will not be used for slow

charging, which leads to two disjoint activity groups. In the most general case, instances

have to be created for each individual machine, making the problem very large.

In the rest of this section we assume the machines are identical, so that the alloca-

tion activity-charging point has been done and we focus only on the second subproblem,

the RAP.

An important part of the model is the requested energy demand by an EV: a

minimum demand dmin has to be satisfied and is calculated based on the state of

charge on arrival at the charging station and the remaining trip in km until the next

recharge. The maximum demand dmax is the energy required to fill the battery.



In order to deal with several resources and variables (such as charging speed) in

resource allocation problems Bar-Noy et al [5] propose to create an ”instance” for

each combination of these variables. The original problem is solved when a subset of

instances is selected. We use the same method to create an instance i = i(a,m,w, d, l)

for each combination of allowed values of the following variables: a ∈ A, m ∈M , w ∈ S,

d ∈ [dmina/w, dmaxa/w], and l ∈ [ea, la−dur(d,w)], where the charging duration dur

is computed from the speed and demand values.

After generating the set of instances I, the problem reduces to finding a set of binary

variables xi, i ∈ I, as we will see below. The profit of an instance pi is defined as a

weighted sum of two objective contributions: the completion degree (the ratio between

the energy charged and the maximum energy requested) and the lifetime preservation

factor k/wi of the battery, which we assume to be inversely proportional to the charging

speed, (k is a constant, e.g. k=2):

pi = αdi/dmaxai + (1− α)k/wi, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (1)

The profit of an activity is not uniform, making the search for a solution more

difficult [10]. In Fig. 1 we depict the profit values of one activity. The function is

discrete as the possible demands and the speeds build discrete sets, however some

solution points are cut away by power constraints at high charging speeds and by the

time window duration at lower speeds. When tuning the function pi, we take care to

assign the most weight to the completion degree, so that the preference for low charging

speeds, only slightly affects the solution.
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Fig. 1 Profit values for the instances of an activity ai and α = 0.5. The X axis depicts the
charged amount relative to the maximum demand di/dmaxai

The MIP formulation becomes

Problem EVRSTW:

Z = max
∑
i∈I

pixi (2)

s.t.
∑

i∈I|ai=j

xi = 1, j ∈ A (3)



∑
i∈I|t∈[si,fi]

wixi ≤ P t, t ∈ T (4)

∑
i∈I|mi=m

vtixi ≤ 1,m ∈M, t ∈ T (5)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ I (6)

The objective in (2) is to maximize the total profit. The equality (3) makes sure

that exactly one instance of each activity is selected. The inequality (4) limits for each

time slot t the total power due to contributed instances. Finally, the contraints (5)

avoid that two cars park (vi = 1) on the same parking place m in the same time slot.

3 Solution approaches

Three different heuristics have been implemented and tested: greedy, local ratio and

min-conflicts. For reference, exact solutions have been obtained using an AMPL for-

mulation and the CPLEX solver.

3.1 Simple greedy heuristic

The greedy heuristic takes only those instances generated by usage of minimum charg-

ing speed (wmin) which start at the beginning od the activity’s time window (ej). The

steps are shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Greedy Heuristic scheduling

for all a ∈ A do . A - activities
I ← IG.getGreedyInstancesFor(a)
if I is empty then

continue
end if
I.sort() . according to profit
for all i ∈ I do

if i is feasible then . doesn’t violate the power constraint
a.setInstance(i)

end if
end for

end for

As expected, this approach performs poorly. The first issue is the activity’s time window

- if it is too short, the list generated by the instance generator will be empty. This

happens when even the minimum energy demand (dminj) of the activity can not be

satisfied by the charging speed of wmin within the parking duration. The second issue

is the usual problem of the greedy algorithms: if the current instance can not fit into

the schedule, it gets thrown away and never observed afterwards. These two factors

cause that many activities are not being scheduled at all.



3.2 Local ratio heuristic

The local ratio algorithm belongs to a class of stack based heuristics [7], and has been

proposed in packing problems to maximize bandwidth throughput [8], [5]. In our case

the bandwidth corresponds to the charging power. For this type of problems, the al-

gorithm can achieve a 1/3 approximation, which gets better as the ratio between the

charging power (speed) of individual activities and the total available charging power

is smaller. The algorithm works as follows: the instances I are first sorted in increas-

ing order of their end (charging) times. In the first sweep we select an instance with

minimum end time and decrease the profits of all instances that a) belong to the same

activity, and b) overlap with the selected instance. Instances with non-positive profits

are removed, and the selected activity is pushed on a stack. When no activities re-

main unconsidered, in the second sweep activities are popped from the stack and those

who violate the total power constraint (4) are deleted. Denote the selected instance

ĩ, then the profits of conflicting instances pi are reduced as follows: pi = pi − βw̄ipĩ,

where β = 2. Other than in the exact algorithm, the amount of resource has to satisfy

0 ≤ w̄i ≤ 1. The problem arises at the calculation of if w̄i as wi varies in the interval

[si, fi]. The conservative rule in (7) would only waste resources because even a short

drop in the capacity (available power) would affect all the charging periods around it.

w̄i = min
t∈[si,fi]

wi (7)

The algorithm and its implementation are described in [5].

After solving the integer problem exactly (which turned to be excessively time-

demanding, even non-feasible for bigger problem instances, due to the problem’s NP-

hard nature), followed by the use of greedy and local ratio heuristics (which had the

problem of not scheduling all the activities), we investigated the application of min-

conflicts heuristic.

3.3 Min-Conflicts Heuristic

This section describes a new solution for our problem based on the main ideas of min-

conflicts heuristic. This method was proposed by Minton et al. [14] and it has been

proven very useful on solving different constraint satisfaction problems. Min-conflicts

heuristic has been applied, among others, for the Hubble Space Telescope scheduling

problem [14], Workforce Scheduling [18], Break scheduling [17], N-Queens problem

[14], etc. This technique has also been used in combination with noise strategies such

as random walk [15]. Furthermore, a similar algorithm to Min-Conflicts heuristic is

currently one of best local search strategies for solving Boolean satisfiability problems

[16].

Instead of constructing feasible solution gradually, the min-conflicts heuristic gen-

erates suboptimal initial solution and then improves it iteratively. The main idea of

this method is to concentrate the search in the neighborhood of variables that are in

conflict. This technique initially assigns random values to all variables of the problem

to be solved. The current solution is then iteratively improved with the following strat-

egy: in each iteration min-conflicts selects randomly a variable that is in conflict (i.e.,

the variable appearing in a constraint that is still violated). The new value that mini-

mizes the number of conflicts is assigned to the selected variable. The ties are broken



randomly. Note, that different strategies can be applied to escape from the local opti-

mum. If the number of conflicts can not be minimized, even the solutions with more

conflicts or same number of conflicts can be accepted. Alternatively, random strategies

like random noise or random walk can be introduced in the min-conflicts method.

In order to apply the min-conflicts strategy for our problem, we first formulate it as

a constraint satisfaction problem consisting of variables, their domain and constraints.

In our case the activities (cars) represent the variables, the instances (charging plans)

represent the values, and any timeslot-wise power constraint violation represents a con-

flict. The final state with no conflicts is when the power consumption in each timeslot

is smaller than or equal to the available power, i.e. when the power constraint is

not violated.

3.3.1 Internal Solution Representation

The Schedule S is internally represented as a two-dimensional MxT matrix. Each times-

lot represents a 15 minute interval. In this matrix, the time window of an activity is

marked (in the row corresponding to the machine m) with the activity ID. A positive

activity ID value denotes, that the vehicle is charging, whereas a negative value means

”parking only”. An example of a schedule is shown in Figure 2.1. This data structure

is significant for the performance of the algorithm, since it allows for rapid access to

the activities while traversing the search space. A hashed map is therefore used, with

activity IDs as keys. The map leads to the information about the activities and the

assigned instances (charging plans).

Fig. 2 Example schedule internal representation

3.3.2 Initial Solution

The generation of an initial solution is done in several different ways. Initial instances

(charging plans) have been assigned to activities by one of the following rules:

a) random: assign a random instance

b) greedy max-profit-first : assign a maximum profit instance, but only among the ones

with a low charging speed of 3.7 kW (greedy); if such does not exist, turn to a)

c) max-profit-first : assign a maximum profit instance among all instances

The technique used depends on the problem size and on the mode of operation of the

scheduler: online or offline. For the offline mode, when problem instances are bigger

(e.g. more than 40 activities), max-profit-first technique creates an infeasible initial

solution. In the online mode, when the activities are added into the schedule one by

one at different points in time, this method performs well.



3.3.3 Optimization

After the initial instance has been assigned to each of the activities, the optimization

process starts. The method is presented in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Optimize

negativeSlots← getNegativeT imeslots()
while negativeSlots not empty and timeLimit not reached do

timeslot← a random timeslot from negativeSlots
activity ← a random activity charging at timeslot
newInstance← bestImprovement(activity)
activity.setInstance(newInstance)
updateSchedule(activity)
negativeSlots← getNegativeT imeslots()

end while

negativeSlots is a list of timeslots in which the difference between available power

and power consumption is negative. The optimization stops when there are either no

more timeslots with negative power differences or when the time limit is reached. In

the bestImprovement procedure, the solution is iteratively improved. Its framework is

shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Best Improvement

bestInstance← activity.getInstance()
bestPDiff ← calculatePowerDifferences()
instances← IG.getInstancesFor(activity)
if p ≤ 0.1 of a random number [0,1] then

return a random instance from instances
end if
sort instances by profit*
for i ∈ instances do

newPDiff ← updatePowerDiff(i)
if sumNegatives(newPDiff) > sumNegatives(bestPDiff) then

bestInstance← i
bestPDiff ← newPDiff
if sumNegatives(newPDiff) == 0 then

break
end if

end if
end for
return bestInstance

*The sorting step, depends again on the system mode and the size of the problem

instance. In the offline mode it is performed only in case of |activities| <= 20, due to

feasibility concerns.

The calculatePowerDifferences function calculates the difference between the

available power and the power consumption in each timeslot. This is also used in the

function getNegativeTimeslots in Algorithm 1.

The updatePowerDiff function is a quick way of determining improvement that

the given instance inew offers. It iterates through the timeslots, deduces the power

used by the iold, and adds up the power of the newly assigned instance inew in their



”active” timeslots. If the sum of the negative values in newPDiff array is greater (i.e.

less negative) than the previous best, then inew is assigned as the new bestInstance.

The sumNegatives function serves as a fitness function here, and it sums up the

negative values in the power differences array. This is a fast method of determining

the local fitness improvement. It is possible to do so, since all the instances of other

activities remain fixed.

4 Computational Results

The described heuristics for the offline scheduling problem EVRSTW have been im-

plemented and solved a set of synthetic generated problem sets. The problems were

solved in an offline mode, e.g. all the activities were fed into the algorithm at once.

The schedule is then built ”from scratch”, and the algorithm works with the whole

problem.

The problems were selected to simulate a moderate load, meaning that the solution

contains several EVs that cannot charged with the maximum requested energy. The

problems are characterized by [A]-[M]-[P]: the number of activities (A), charging points

(M) and power limit P, which is kept constant during the time horizon T. All the

problems are feasible, i.e. there are enough machines, and each charging activity can

get the minimum requested energy amount. Along with the list of activities, for each

problem instance the number of machines and a power limit are given. The former is

an integer value and depicts how many charging spots we have at hand, while the latter

is either a single real value or an array of values,e.g. the profile of the available power

which varies throughout the day.

The problems were generated using the uniform distribution U(a,b): ej= U(0,20),

lj= ej+ U(4,10), dminj= U(3,5), dmaxj= dminj+U(3,5).

Config. GH LRH MCH (min-avg-max) CPLEX
20-16-30 10 15.16 14.32 15.59 17.15 19.20
40-32-40 11.47 23.68 22.30 21.59 23.59 29.60
60-40-55 12.96 34.16 32.11 32.68 33.53 41.48
80-48-70 17.28 45.78 41.85 43.34 44.74 53.47
100-56-90 22.52 59.81 53.91 55.15 56.38 67.93
120-64-100 28.76 69.09 64.91 66.34 73.56 78.52

Table 2 Objective function for different algorithms, α = .95

Config. GH LRH MCH (min-avg-max) CPLEX
20-16-30 .006 0.16 1.35 24
40-32-40 .066 0.34 0.14 26
60-40-55 .078 0.36 1.10 192
80-48-70 .186 0.46 5.98 527
100-56-90 .202 0.51 8.88 1500+
120- 64-100 .155 0.73 111.70 468

Table 3 Runtime of algorithms (s) (average over 50 runs)



Config. GH LRH MCH (50 run avg.)
20-16-30 1 2 0
40-32-40 14 11 0
60-40-55 22 18 0
80-48-70 30 25 0
100-56-90 35 30 0
120- 64-100 45 39 1

Table 4 Refused charging activities (unscheduled)

We compared the heuristic results with an exact solution from a AMPL/CPLEX

mixed integer model, setting the stop condition at an optimality gap of 1%. The test

results are showed in the Tables 2, where the objective function was computed according

to definition (1), Table 3 in which the runtime is seconds is given for all the algorithms,

and Table 4 in which certain activities are removed in order to achieve feasibility of

GH and LRH. The use of CPLEX has the only disadvantage that, for harder or larger

problem instances, it will not terminate with a slightly infeasible solution in due time,

although such a solution would be acceptable in the environment.

We observe that MCH performs better than the two other heuristics, achieving up

to 80% of the optimal solution. The execution times are moderate, one single instance

of the largest problem remained infeasible after the time limit of 300s. The main ad-

vantage of MCH upon greedy and local ratio heuristics is the feasibility, expressed here

by the number of refused (unscheduled) activities. The objective (fitness) is not signif-

icantly better, which is due to the fact that the min-conflicts algorithm is a method to

solve constraint satisfaction problems (CSP), and not constraint optimization problems

(COP). Therefore, there is definitely room for further improvement in the sense of op-

timization. The heuristic presented here stops immediately after it reaches feasibility,

i.e. the moment it finds the schedule which does not violate the power constraint in

any of the timeslots. Fitness calculation could be further modified towards prefering

better solutions among the feasible ones.

Another aspect that created less problems than were expected was the memory

requirement for the large number of instances generated. This number depends on

combination of variables, especially the size of the time windows.

5 Real world scheduling

The scheduling algorithm using MCH was integrated in a controller that can react to

events generated from cars and from the power grid distribution system. The main

differences to the static setting are:

1. the schedule is rolling a timeslot at a time, and the system is now able to process

different events such as reservations, arrivals within or outside of the planned pe-

riod, leave and timeout events. The scheduler checks of course whether a machine

is still busy, when new activities are allocated.

2. at any time the scheduler deals with a subset of the activities (only those within the

time horizon), reducing the number of problem instances. Additionally, the same

activity can be rescheduled as long as the selected instance has not started yet.

This allows a continuous improvement of the schedule.

3. the sum-power constraint in Eq. (4) is the result of the available power prediction

and may take different values during the duration of an activity (instance) as shown



in Fig. 3. This subtile constraint is believed to make the online problem more

difficult to solve. A good schedule algorithm would allocate the activities tight

around the power drop at 4 p.m. as shown in Fig. 3.

4. the online problem has to deal with prediction errors.

Typical prediction errors occur at the estimation of the leave time of a vehicle:

early leaving leads eventually to interruption of charging, but also leaving later than

planned leads to a suboptimal schedule. In the following experiments we compare the

quality of the online solution to that of an offline optimal decision. Therefore, we first

run the online scheduler for one day simulation, using a realistic vehicle charging load

distribution, see Fig. 3. The actual parking duration with an average of 3.5 hours is

statistically modified to simulate prediction errors, according to a normal distribu-

tion. The generated activities with their actual leave times are scheduled by an offline

scheduler for comparison. The experiment should show, how much better is the offline

scheduler for different levels of the prediction error (which we define by the standard

deviation) in the real versus planned duration.
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Fig. 3 Charging profile at a shopping mall: Total power limit Pt and total load
as a function of time of the day (hour).

The results in Table 5 show as expected that the performance of the scheduler

in online mode looses another 9% when the average planned duration of 3.5 hours

varies with a standard deviation of half an hour. This result is of course specific to the

”shopping mall” car arrival distribution as illustrated by the load curve in Figure 3.
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duration error objective ratio total charged ratio
σ [minutes] online/offline [%] online/offline [%]

0 88% 83%
30 79% 75%
60 76% 72%

Table 5 Online Scheduling performance compared to offline optimum, under parking duration
prediction error (80 cars)

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we analyzed a scheduling problem that occurs when several electric vehicles

are recharged at a public charging station. The specific application requirements (time

windows, discrete interval, minimum and maximum energy demand) led to the integer

program formulation of a resource allocation problem. We showed that a min-conflicts

heuristics produces promising results and achieves during a limited runtime (of 10

seconds) and in practical cases around 80% of the optimum obtained by solving exactly

the integer program. The heuristics has been integrated in an online environment. The

uncertainity in the parking duration has a significant impact on the solution quality,

especially in the high load case, where the charging can only be scheduled towards the

end of the parking period.



Future work will explore multi-objective functions that reflect different stakeholder

interests, such as equipment costs or time varying energy costs. Furthermore, ways to

make the schedule more robust to metering data errors in general will be investigated.
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